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how to use that is in a sentence helpful examples Mar 29 2024

web unless that is is the way that a given sentence ends you should always add a comma after it that is unless a
colon follows that is you must use a comma after it this is in order to distinguish it from the other way we use
that is while it might be confusing at first the truth is that in all simplicity you must use

that is definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 28 2024

web 6 days ago   a to be precise b in other words c for example click for english pronunciations examples sentences
video

how to use that is english language usage stack exchange Jan 27 2024

web jun 13 2013   please clarify thanks for the notes 1 i ve clarified the sentence i hope 2 this would be clear from
the preceding passage but in summary it means that the word is processed ie understood quickly 3 again this would
be clear from the previous sentence which demonstrates that disfluent processing shows increased latencies

that is definition meaning dictionary com Dec 26 2023

web that is definition see examples of that is used in a sentence

that is vs i e english language usage stack exchange Nov 25 2023

web that is is used to introduce or follow a clarification interpretation or correction of something already said i
e is used to add explanatory information or to state something in different words the difference is that i e doesn t
follow a clarification it is not used for corrections too those walking boots are synthetic i e not leather or
suede

that is to say english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 24 2023

web that is to say definition 1 or more exactly 2 said when you want to give further details or be more exact
about learn more

how to use that is in a sentence how and when to use Sep 23 2023

web it is commonly used in academic or formal writing to introduce definitions examples or elaborations american
english in american english that is is frequently used to rephrase or restate something previously mentioned it can be
used to provide an alternative wording or a more concise explanation

punctuation how do i correctly punctuate the phrase that is in Aug 22
2023

web jul 11 2014   i find myself wanting to use the phrase that is or that s to say but often can t figure out what
sort of punctuation i use with it i think it s an explanatory phrase but i m not sure i mean it happens all the time
that is birds eating and ants crawling about but i felt connected to those beings if for just a moment another
alternative that doesn t

that is definition in american english collins online dictionary Jul 21 2023

web 4 days ago   that is in british english a to be precise b in other words c for example see full dictionary entry
for that collins english dictionary

that is definition meaning merriam webster Jun 20 2023

web that is is contained in 3 matches in merriam webster dictionary learn definitions uses and phrases with that is
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